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Summary:
The most significant achievement this past year was the successful roll-out of a new saturated buffer
model and 2-pg factsheet at summer 2021 outreach events (Figure 1). The model likely reached more than
500 individuals across two events. See Appendix A or https://go.illinois.edu/BuffingUp for the 2-pg factsheet.
Free printed copies are available upon request from Dr. Laura Christianson.
This past fall marked the end of monitoring the three saturated buffers as a part of this project. Nitrate
loss reduction averaged 48 ± 19% for the combined ten site-years with removals of 3.5-29.3 kg nitrate-N/ha
annually. This work helped underpin the recommended addition of this practice to the Illinois Nutrient Loss
Reduction Strategy, via NREC’s submitted practice proposal. The saturated buffer manuscript draft was
submitted to the Journal of Environmental Quality for peer review in early November 2021.
The drainage water management (controlled drainage) analysis is nearing completion for the graduate
student project manager’s (Mr. Janith Chandrasoma) defense in early 2022. He presented a portion of these
drainage water management results at the ASA-CSSA-SSSA International Annual Meeting in Salt Lake City,
Utah in November 2021 (Figure 2). We thank NREC for their continued support to finish these objectives
through to publication.

Figure 1. Dr. Luciano Alves Oliveira, Ms. Ariana Munoz, and Mr. Janith Chandrasoma showing the new
NREC-funded saturated buffer model at the 2021 Farm Progress Show.

Figure 2. PhD Candidate Mr. Janith Chandrasoma presenting his NREC-funded controlled drainage (or,
DWM) study at the Tri-Societies meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah in November 2021.

Cooperators
• PI: Dr. Laura Christianson, Assistant Professor of Water Quality, Department of Crop Sciences,
University of Illinois, S322 Turner Hall, 1102 S Goodwin Ave., Urbana, IL 61801.
• Co-PI:
o Dr. Paul Davidson, Agricultural and Biological Engineering, University of Illinois
o Dr. Richard Cooke, Agricultural and Biological Engineering, University of Illinois
• Staff:
o Mr. Ronnie Chacón, Field Research Specialist responsible for data collection
o Mr. Mike Wallace, Research Specialist Lab Manager performing samples analysis
• Graduate Students:
o Mr. Janith Chandrasoma, current PhD candidate in CPSC
Locations
• Drainage Water Management
o University of Illinois Agricultural Engineering Farm – Urbana, Illinois
o Private farm in Macon County
o Private farm near Effingham
• Saturated Buffers
o University of Illinois Animal Science Farm– Urbana, Illinois
o Private farm in Knox County
o Private farm in Piatt County
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List of objectives
The specific assessable objectives are to:
1. Monitor drainage water management (2) and saturated buffer (2) sites for nutrient loss reduction
and crop yield impacts. DONE
2. Develop a water balance at the drainage water management sites to better quantify lateral
seepage impacts upon the overall nutrient loss reduction.
3. Perform an economic evaluation of these two practices ($ per acre treated and $ per pound of
nitrogen removed).
4. Evaluate if these practices should be added to the IL NLRS. And if so,
a. DONE for saturated buffers Develop an appropriate N loss reduction value to add to the
NLRS tables.
b. DONE Develop a procedure and seek approval for adding drainage water management
and/or saturated buffers to the NLRS.
5. Per the RFP, the final objective is “to include a final report at the conclusion of this project to
address each of the objectives stated above.”
Length of project - number of years completed: 5.0 years (of 4.0 years)
NOTE: a 1-year No Cost Extension was granted extending the project to 30 Jan 2022.
NOTE: a 6-month No Cost Extension was approved in Dec 2021 extending the project to 31 July 2022.
Accomplishments
1. Drainage water management sites: At least two years of monitoring has ended at all three sites and
data analysis and writing will be finishing over the next two months. The graduate student project lead,
Mr. Janith Chandrasoma, will defend in early 2022.
2. Saturated buffer sites: This past fall marked the end of monitoring the three saturated buffers as a part
of this project. Nitrate loss reduction averaged 48 ± 19% for the combined ten site-years with removals
of 3.5-29.3 kg nitrate-N/ha annually. The saturated buffer manuscript draft was submitted to the
Journal of Environmental Quality for peer review in early November 2021.
3. This work was presented during this period at (presenter in bold):
a. Díaz García, C., J. Chandrasoma, T. Berkshire, P. Davidson, R. Cooke, R. Christianson, and L.
Christianson. 2021. University of Illinois Crop Sciences Agronomy Days 2021: Tours 3. Saturated
Buffers 101: Learning the basics of an emerging conservation practice. 05 August 2021. ≈55 in
attendance.
b. Christianson, L. and IDROP Lab Team. 2021. Farm Progress Show UIUC College of ACES Tent:
Saturated Buffer model. Decatur, Illinois. 31 August – 02 September 2021. ≈400 stopped by the
model.
c. Chandrasoma, J., R. Christianson, P. Davidson, R.A. Cooke, and L. Christianson. 2021. Field
Estimation of seepage during the practice of controlled drainage. 2021 ASA-CSSA-SSSA
International Annual Meeting. Salt Lake City, Utah. 07-10 November 2021.
https://scisoc.confex.com/scisoc/2021am/meetingapp.cgi/Paper/138037
4. Publications during this reporting period
a. Díaz García, C., T. Berkshire, J. Chandrasoma, P. Davidson, R. Cooke, R. Christianson, and L.
Christianson. 2021. Saturated buffers 101: “Buffing up” water quality. University of Illinois
Extension factsheet CSWQ-0121. Available at: https://go.illinois.edu/BuffingUp.
b. (SUBMITTED) Chandrasoma, J., R. Christianson, R.A.C. Cooke, P. Davidson, D.K. Lee, and L.
Christianson. Under review 2021. Saturated buffer design flow and performance in Illinois.
Submitted to the Journal of Environmental Quality.
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Planned activities for 2022
• Complete data analysis and writing for the drainage water management (controlled drainage)
seepage study
• Revisions as needed on the saturated buffer manuscript mentioned above
• Defense: Mr. Janith Chandrasoma in early 2022.
Table 2. Up-to-date timeline for “Drainage water management and saturated buffers …” project. Red Xs are
COVID-19 related delays in outreach programming.

Original Proposed Synopsis
Agricultural producers farming the 9.7 million acres of tile-drained land in Illinois need a wide variety of
proven options to reduce nitrogen (N) loss. Two practices that may reduce tile drainage N loss but are not in
the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy (NLRS), are drainage water management (DWM) and saturated
buffers. The goal of this work is to evaluate N loss reduction provided by DWM and saturated buffers to assess
their potential inclusion as recommended practices in the NLRS. Two DWM sites that each have a free
drainage and a DWM plot (update: three sites have been monitored, but only one site had a DWM
treatment/free drainage control design) and two saturated buffer sites (update: three sites have been
monitored) will be monitored for N load reduction effectiveness for three years. Piezometers at the DWM sites
will help assess the potential for lateral seepage, which may negatively impact the estimated N loss reduction.
Data, including crop yield impacts, will be used to calculate practice cost efficiencies ($ per acre treated and
$ per pound of nitrogen removed), and if the data are sufficient and conclusive, the team will develop and
seek approval for a procedure for adding both or either practice to the NLRS (update: saturated buffers have
been recommended for inclusion in the IL NLRS as of 2021). The ultimate goal is to provide producers in Illinois
practical options to reduce N loss through tile drains while maintaining high crop yields.
Appendix A: Saturated Buffer Model 2-pg factsheet
Citation: Díaz García, C., T. Berkshire, J. Chandrasoma, P. Davidson, R. Cooke, R. Christianson, and L. Christianson.
2021. Saturated buffers 101: “Buffing up” water quality. University of Illinois Extension factsheet CSWQ -0121.
Available at: https://go.illinois.edu/BuffingUp.
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